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                Conferences

                
		            Whether for 5 or 5000 delegates Convergence can cater for any size of conference delivering successful events.

		        

		    
	
                Installations

                
		            Our Installation team has over 30 years of industry experience to call upon, creating areal diversity and wealth of knowledge in this field.

		        

		    
	
                AV Equipment Hire

                
		            We have a comprehensive range of the latest equipment in sound, lighting, vision, graphics etc. all for hire at competitive rates.

		        

		    



        
        
            


        
            Welcome to convergence

            Our sole focus is the success of your event — and our promise to you is that we will deliver an audio visual solution that meets your every requirement.

            We hold a wealth of expertise when it comes to planning, managing and delivering any style or size of event. Whether it's a prestigious conference or a multi-site road show, our audio visual solutions can fit your vision and budget. Our audio visual team will install and operate all of the equipment with complete professionalism and discretion. We'll then be on hand throughout the event to support you, as part of your team.

            It's exactly what we've done for over 20 years in the industry, and it's why we believe that, though our business is communication, our speciality is service.
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